TIPS TO GET YOU THROUGH

Protect your home and family

Y

es, it’s that time again! Summer and Hurricane
Season in Florida. We are likely to face
hurricanes, as well as tropical storms with high
winds and large amounts of rain.

One of the best investments you can make is to have
hurricane shutters installed on your windows. They are
essential protection for your home, yourself and your
family. Also, having hurricane shutters may qualify you
to receive reductions on our insurance premiums, and
will greatly reduce chances of damage to your home.
The diagram
(Fig. 1) shows
how easily
a window
cracked or
broken by
flying debris,
can cause
massive
destruction
and even the
collapse of your
home.

Here are some of
the different types of
hurricane shutters
available:

Rolling Shutters

They simply roll up
when the weather
is nice and roll
down when a storm
is expected. They
can also provide
your home with
additional insulation
and privacy
without sacrificing
aesthetics.

Bahama Shutters
(Fig. 1)

During severe thunderstorms or hurricanes, homes may
be damaged or destroyed by high winds. Debris flying
through the air can break windows and doors, allowing
high winds inside your home. If even one window or
door is compromised, wind can increase the uplift forces
on the roof and literally blast it off of your house!
There are plenty of different styles of hurricane shutters
available to fit both cost and aesthetic needs for all
homeowners. For the best quality protection, you’ll want
to look for impact-resistant ratings and test standards.

These are easy to
extend the arms and
open up the shutter
during nice weather
and they also provide shade. They are called Bahama
or Bermuda shutters, because of their popularity in
tropical areas.

Accordion Shutters

These hurricane shutters are manually unfolded
accordion-style and then locked into place. Accordion
shutters are usually more affordable than ones that roll
up and down. They’re also great for large windows or
sliding doors.

Hurricane Panels

If you don’t have time to have permanent shutters
installed before a storm hits, then these temporary storm
panels are your best bet. You may also need to purchase
additional hardware to mount them.
These are some of the most affordable and easiest ways to
protect your windows, your home and your family. With
hurricane shutters, you will be much less likely to have
wind and water damage in your home, and when a storm
strikes, you’ll be ready!
PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Make hurricane protection easy!
Since 1988, Osceola Window & Door has been providing
the Central Florida area with premium services that include
Windows, Doors, Hurricane Protections and repairs. Osceola
Window & Door was founded by Joe & Nancy Bateman and
has since been passed onto their son, Matthew Bateman, 30
years later. Keeping business small, local, knowledgeable, fast,
affordable and reliable are our goals we strive for everyday.

Hurricane Protection

Whether its residential or commercial, we will be able to provide
you with all of your window and door needs. From repairing
parts to replacing the windows and doors in your house with
more secure and energy efficient products, our company will
help walk you through the entire process.

Call For Your Free Estimate

407-957-5959

www.osceolawindow.com
1101 Pennsylvania Ave, St. Cloud, FL 34769

We offer a wide variety of hurricane protection for your home. Hurricane
Fabric, Aluminum Hurricane Panels, Bahama Shutters, Roll Down
Shutters and Accordions. Any of these products will give you the piece
of mind that you need during hurricane season.

Protect and style it with quality,
energy saving windows and doors.
WE ALSO DO REPAIRS

082219.TNG

We believe in doing the job right the first time and with the
best products. That’s why we use premium brands such as CWS,
Simonton, PGT, PlastPro, Thermatru, ODL & Eyewall Armor. Any of
these trusted products will add a beautiful upgrade to any home.
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YES, WE ARE.

Busy 2020 hurricane season predicted
An above-normal 2020 Atlantic hurricane season is
expected, according to forecasters with NOAA’s Climate
Prediction Center, a division of the National Weather
Service. The outlook predicts a 60 percent chance of an
above-normal season, a 30 percent chance of a near-normal
season and only a 10 percent chance of a below-normal
season. The Atlantic hurricane season runs from June 1
through Nov. 30.
NOAA’s Climate Prediction Center is forecasting a
likely range of 13 to 19 named storms (winds of 39 mph or
higher), of which 6 to 10 could become hurricanes (winds
of 74 mph or higher), including 3 to 6 major hurricanes
(category 3, 4 or 5; with winds of 111 mph or higher).
NOAA provides these ranges with a 70 percent confidence.
An average hurricane season produces 12 named storms, of
which 6 become hurricanes, including 3 major hurricanes.
A summary infographic showing hurricane season
probability and numbers of named storms predicted from
NOAA’s 2020 Atlantic Hurricane Season Outlook.
“As Americans focus their attention on a safe and healthy
reopening of our country, it remains critically important that
we also remember to make the necessary preparations for the
upcoming hurricane season,” said Secretary of Commerce
Wilbur Ross. “Just as in years past, NOAA experts will stay
ahead of developing hurricanes and tropical storms and
provide the forecasts and warnings we depend on to stay safe.”
The combination of several climate factors is driving the
strong likelihood for above-normal activity in the Atlantic
this year. El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) conditions
are expected to either remain neutral or to trend toward
La Nina, meaning there will not be an El Nino present to
suppress hurricane activity. Also, warmer-than-average sea
surface temperatures in the tropical Atlantic Ocean and
Caribbean Sea, coupled with reduced vertical wind shear,
weaker tropical Atlantic trade winds, and an enhanced west
African monsoon all increase the likelihood for an abovenormal Atlantic hurricane season. Similar conditions have
been producing more active seasons since the current highactivity era began in 1995.

WHAT TO DO AFTER AN
INCURRING STORM
Severe storms like hurricanes do not discriminate, and
when such storms finally dissipate, people from all walks
of life are left to deal with the often devastating consequences. Property damage is one such consequence, and
the following are some things people can do in the aftermath of storms that caused damage to their property.

“NOAA’s analysis of current and seasonal atmospheric
conditions reveals a recipe for an active Atlantic hurricane
season this year,” said Neil Jacobs, Ph.D., acting NOAA
administrator. “Our skilled forecasters, coupled with
upgrades to our computer models and observing
technologies, will provide accurate and timely forecasts to
protect life and property.”
As with every hurricane season, the need to be prepared
is critically important this year.
“Social distancing and other CDC guidance to keep you
safe from COVID-19 may impact the disaster preparedness
plan you had in place, including what is in your go-kit,
evacuation routes, shelters and more. With tornado season
at its peak, hurricane season around the corner, and flooding,
earthquakes and wildfires a risk year-round, it is time to revise
and adjust your emergency plan now,” said Carlos Castillo,
acting deputy administrator for resilience at FEMA. “Natural
disasters won’t wait, so I encourage you to keep COVID-19
in mind when revising or making your plan for you and your
loved ones, and don’t forget your pets.”
Center’s website at hurricanes.gov throughout the season
to stay current on any watches and warnings.

Hurricane preparedness
Tropical storms like hurricanes occur every year. Hurricanes have the potential to be very powerful and
destructive storms. The National Weather Services says that, on average, 12 different tropical storms will form
over the Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea or Gulf of Mexico during hurricane season every year. Of those storms,
six will turn into hurricanes.
Knowing how to behave before, during and after a hurricane can save lives and reduce injury risk. The following
are important safety guidelines to follow during hurricane season.
Evacuate if the call is made. It can be tempting to try to be a hero and stay home when an area is being
evacuated. However, when weather officials recommend evacuation, heed those warnings. It can be difficult
for emergency personnel to reach people who stay behind, and that can greatly delay care and divert resources
needed elsewhere.
Consider the storm surge. Storm surge can travel several miles inland, especially along bays, rivers and
estuaries. Even if you think you are far from the coast, heed warnings about storm surges.

• Contact your insurance provider. Not all damage
resulting from storms will necessarily be covered by
insurance policies, but it’s still imperative that people
contact their insurance companies as soon as possible
after their homes or vehicles have been damaged.
Agents can help policy holders learn if their policies
cover the damage done to their property and to what
extent their coverage will help them recover. Many
people will likely be making similar calls, so policy
holders should try to be as patient as possible.
• Document the damage. People whose property has
been damaged should use their smartphones and
cameras to document the damage as extensively as
possible. Take photos from various angles before
you begin cleaning up. Providers may require visual
evidence of the damage before they begin processing
your claim, so ask about those requirements when
contacting your insurance agent.
• Avoid downed power lines. In addition to protecting
the investments you have made in your property
and your possessions, it’s important to remember to
protect yourself. Avoid downed power lines, reporting
any to your local power company as soon as you see
them.
• Let the professionals do the work. It can be tempting
for homeowners to try to do some electrical work
around their homes after their homes have been
damaged by storms. Electricians are likely busy
and might not be able to assess or repair damage
for days, if not weeks. But it›s still best to wait and
allow professionals to do the work. Experienced
professionals recognize potentially harmful, if not
deadly, issues that may be lurking beneath the
damage, so it›s always best to leave the work to private
electricians or local power company work crews.
• Revisit insurance policies. After suffering damage
to their homes or vehicles, men and women may
benefit by revisiting their coverage and increasing that
coverage in anticipation of future disasters.
Storm damage can turn individuals› lives upside down.
But remaining calm and working in harmony with insurance agencies and power companies can help storm victims recover quickly.

Keep a list of contacts. Keep contact information for emergency management offices, county law
enforcement, state law enforcement, local hospitals and more at the ready. Keep it handy with other hurricane
supplies.
Evaluate and know your flood risk. FloodSmart.gov is a portal for flood risk in particular areas in the
United States. See where your house falls so you’ll be armed with accurate information should a storm arrive.
Stockpile emergency supplies. Water, nonperishable foods, batteries, flashlights, phone chargers, batterypowered radios, blankets, rain slickers and rain boots are just some of the items to include in a hurricane
readiness kit.
Have a plan in place. Know where family members will meet up in the event a hurricane blows in. Be
sure to plan for locations away from home if evacuation is necessary.
Gauge safety before returning. Wait until an area is deemed safe before heading home or venturing
outdoors. Downed power lines, debris, standing water, and other after-effects of hurricanes can be hazardous.
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By exercising due diligence, people can weather hurricanes and quickly get on the road to recovery.
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Orlando Health wants to remind you to make your
overall health a priority. If you experience symptoms
that require immediate attention, like chest pain, severe
abdominal pain or numbness in limbs, our emergency
rooms are open and ready to provide care.

DON’T DELAY.

OrlandoHealth.com/ER
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Osceola County shelter
information
Planning for food and water for at least 7 days for the entire family before a storm
arrives is urged.
• Residents who live in a site-built home are asked to
shelter-in-place for any hurricanes. If they must leave,
make plans to stay with friends and family during the
storm.
• Shelters will focus on Special Needs Clients (reserved
for the client and one-caregiver), Residents living in
low-lying, flood prone areas, and those living in manufactured homes.
• Shelters will include a screening process to include
medical questions and temperature checks.
• Social distancing will be in place at the shelters and
areas will be limited to 50 people or less in each area
of the shelter. You will need to bring your own bedding and are encouraged to bring food/snacks. Food
at the shelters will be pre-packaged meals in guidance
with CDC to lessen the spread of COVID-19 in these
locations.

Shelter in place

Many emergencies require you to shelter in place.
Hazardous materials incidents are an example of an
emergency which may require you to stay-put. Your venturing outside or going anywhere may pose a great risk to
yourself or your loved ones.

When considering sheltering in place, again, you should
have the necessary supplies on hand to manage your
daily care. This includes food and water along with other
everyday necessities. Make your disaster supply kit and
keep an overstock of food-stuff items. Particularly those
items that do not require cooking.
Should an event occur that requires you to shelter in
place, officials will let you know at the outset on the best
manner to manage the circumstances of the emergency.
Here is a brief list of essentials you may require:
• Plastic Sheeting
• Towels
• First Aid Kit
• Water
• Non-Perishable Food
• Flashlights
• Fresh Batteries
• Duct Tape
• AM / FM Battery-Powered Radio
• NOAA Weather Alert Radio
• Activities for yourself and your
children (books, games, etc...)

Who to call when
disaster strikes
Natural disasters can strike at any time. People in the
path of such disasters can have their lives turned upside
down in a matter of moments. Knowing what to do,
including who to call, when a natural disaster strikes can
help people get back on their feet.

Family

Call your family immediately after the storm to let them
know you’re safe and sound and to confirm that they are
as well. If you’re incapable of doing so due to downed
phone lines or interrupted mobile or internet service,
do so the moment you regain access to such services.
If you’re having trouble reaching a family member who
also was in the line of the storm, contact a government
agency, such as FEMA in the United States or Public
Safety Canada in Canada, for help finding a missing
loved one.

Local utility company

Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale
The Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale is a 1 to 5
rating based on a hurricane’s sustained wind speed. This
scale estimates potential property damage. Hurricanes
reaching Category 3 and higher are considered major
hurricanes because of their potential for significant loss
of life and damage. Category 1 and 2 storms are still
dangerous, however, and require preventative measures.
In the western North Pacific, the term “super typhoon” is
used for tropical cyclones with sustained winds exceeding
150 mph.

Sustained winds of 111-129
mph: Devastating damage will
occur: Well-built framed homes
may incur major damage or removal of roof decking
and gable ends. Many trees will be snapped or uprooted,
blocking numerous roads. Electricity and water will be
unavailable for several days to weeks after the storm passes.

Sustained winds of 74-95 mph. Very
dangerous winds will produce some
damage. Well-constructed frame
homes could have damage to roof,
shingles, vinyl siding and gutters. Large branches of trees
will snap and shallowly rooted trees may be toppled.
Extensive damage to power lines and poles likely will result
in power outages that could last a few to several days.

Sustained winds of 130-156 mph.
Catastrophic damage will occur:
Well-built framed homes can
sustain severe damage with loss of
most of the roof structure and/or some exterior walls. Most
trees will be snapped or uprooted and power poles downed.
Fallen trees and power poles will isolate residential areas.
Power outages will last weeks to possibly months. Most of
the area will be uninhabitable for weeks or months.

Sustained winds of 96-110 mph.
Extremely dangerous winds will
cause extensive damage: Wellconstructed frame homes could
sustain major roof and siding damage. Many shallowly
rooted trees will be snapped or uprooted and block
numerous roads. Near-total power loss is expected with
outages that could last from several days to weeks.

Sustained winds of 157 mph
or higher. Catastrophic damage
will occur: A high percentage of
framed homes will be destroyed,
with total roof failure and wall collapse. Fallen trees and
power poles will isolate residential areas. Power outages will
last for weeks to possibly months. Most of the area will be
uninhabitable for weeks or months.

If there are any downed power lines on or around
your property, contact your local utilities provider
immediately. Contact the company even if you suspect
your neighbors might have already called. Downed
power lines pose a dangerous threat to anyone within
their vicinity, so avoid them until the company responds.

Police

Police can direct callers to shelters if they need lodging
or food and water after a natural disaster. Police also
can help people who were hurt during a storm or those
who may be safe but incapable of getting out of their
homes on their own. In addition, police might be able
to conduct wellness visits to see if relatives you cannot
reach are safe. Such visits may not always be possible, as
police and other first responders tend to be busy in the
wake of natural disasters, but the police may know that
certain areas are dealing with a lack of electricity, even
though residents are otherwise safe.

Insurance agency

Whether you own or rent your home or apartment,
contact your insurance agency in the aftermath of a
natural disaster. Agencies may send inspectors to assess
the damage, and the earlier you call the more quickly
such inspections can take place. Calling as soon as
possible after disaster strikes can get your claim on
the books and hasten the reimbursement process if
inspectors find any damage that’s covered under the
terms of your policy. Drivers also should contact their
insurance companies immediately if their vehicles were
damaged during a natural disaster.
Knowing who to call in the wake of a natural disaster
can calm people’s nerves and start them on the path to
recovery.
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What is a standby
generator?
No one wants to imagine losing power in their
homes. But homeowners and renters face such
situations every day. For those who aren’t
prepared to confront power outages, doing so
can be a nuisance in the best of situations, and
potentially very dangerous, if not fatal, in the
most dire instances.
Thankfully, no one has to go long without
power. Standby generators are backup
electrical systems that operate automatically.
Once the generator senses a power loss,
which can occur within seconds of a
utility outage, its automatic transfer switch
essentially gives the generator a wakeup call,
commanding it to begin supplying power to
the circuits in a home.

Hurricane Tips from the Centers for Disease Control

Some transfer switches may be automated,
requiring no effort on the part of homeowners
when the power goes out. Others may need
to be flipped on like one might flip a light
switch. Seniors and/or people with mobility
issues may benefit from standby generators
with automated transfer switches, as they may
find it difficult to manually turn the switches
themselves. That’s especially true if the power
goes out overnight, when visibility inside a
home with no power is compromised.

Tip 1

Tip 5

Tip 2

Tip 6

Identify and throw away food that may not be safe to
eat. Throw away food that may have come in contact with
flood or storm water. Throw away canned foods that are
bulging, opened, or damaged. Throw away food that has
an unusual odor, color, or texture. Throw away perishable
foods (including meat, poultry, fish, eggs and leftovers) that
have been above 40 degrees Fahrenheit (F) for 2 hours or
more. Thawed food that contains ice crystals or is 40 degree
F or below can be refrozen or cooked. If cans have come in
contact with floodwater or storm water, remove the labels,
wash the cans, and dip them in a solution of 1 cup of bleach
in 5 gallons of water. Relabel the cans with a marker.

Standby generators are typically connected
to the circuits throughout a home, which
means they can kick in and run HVAC
systems, refrigerators and security systems,
among other devices. That helps people
stay comfortable and sleep well during
power outages, while also ensuring they
won’t have to throw away any groceries
or spend times in their homes without
functioning security systems.

Store food safely. While the power is out, keep the refrigerator
and freezer doors closed as much as possible. Add block ice or
dry ice to your refrigerator if the electricity is expected to be off
longer than 4 hours. Wear heavy gloves when handling ice.

Tip 3

Listen to and follow public announcements. Local
authorities will tell you if tap water is safe to drink or to use
for cooking or bathing. If the water is not safe to use, follow
local instructions to use bottled water or to boil or disinfect
water for cooking, cleaning, or bathing.

Standby generators can help people prepare
for and overcome storms and natural
disasters, making them an invaluable
addition to any home.
Portable back-up generators produce the
poison gas carbon monoxide (CO). CO is
an odorless, colorless gas that kills without
warning. It claims the lives of hundreds of
people every year and makes thousands more
ill. Follow these steps to keep your family safe.

Tip 4

Correctly boil or disinfect water. Hold water at a rolling
boil for 1 minute to kill bacteria. If you can’t boil water,
add 1/8 teaspoon (~0.75 mL) of newly purchased, unscented
liquid household bleach per gallon of water. Stir the water
well, and let it stand for 30 minutes before you use it. You
can use water-purifying tablets instead of boiling water or
using bleach. For infants, use only pre-prepared canned
baby formula. Do not use powdered formulas prepared with
treated water. Clean children’s toys that have come in contact
with water. Use a solution of 1 cup of bleach in 5 gallons of
water to clean the toys. Let toys air dry after cleaning.

Never use a generator inside your home or
garage, even if doors and windows are open.
Only use generators outside, more than 20 feet
away from your home, doors, and windows.

Water Heaters • Showers
Faucets • Toilets
Disposals
Sprinkler Systems
& More

Your Comfort System Specialists
Air Conditioning • Heating
Refrigeration • Duct Cleaning
Commercial & Residential
www.ambroseair.com

407 857-0889

We make keys

Lic #CAC042735

SALES • SERVICE • INSTALLATION

valued up to $1.99

Beware of wild or stray animals. Avoid wild or stray
animals. Call local authorities to handle animals. Get rid of
dead animals according to local guidelines.

Tip 9

Beware of electrical and fire hazards. Never touch a
fallen power line. Call the power company to report fallen
power lines. Avoid contact with overhead power lines
during cleanup and other activities. If electrical circuits
and electrical equipment have gotten wet or are in or near
water, turn off the power at the main breaker or fuse on the
service panel. Do not turn the power back on until electrical
equipment has been inspected by a qualified electrician. Do
not burn candles near flammable items or leave the candle
unattended. If possible, use flashlights or other batteryoperated lights instead of candles.
Beware of hazardous materials. Wear protective clothing
and gear when handling hazardous materials. Wash skin
that may have come in contact with hazardous chemicals.
Contact local authorities if you are not sure about how to
handle or get rid of hazardous materials.

Call for a
free estimate
321-663-5203

CALL NOW!
License and Insured
SCC 131151708

WWW.MDCONSTRUCTIONFL.COM
Email: info@mdconstructionfl.com
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FREE KEY
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1410 TENTH ST., ST. CLOUD, FL
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Shop Online at:
www.handyman-hardware.com

and receive a

Tip 8

Screen Repair
Screen Rooms
Sun Rooms
Screen Enclosures
Aluminum Roofs

407-892-7700

COMMUNITY PANTRY

Avoid unstable buildings and structures. Stay away
from damaged buildings or structures until they have been
examined and certified as safe by a building inspector or
other government authority. Leave immediately if you hear
shifting or unusual noises that signal that the structure is
about to fall.

STORM
DAMAGE?

“We Make Hardware Easy”

Drop off a non perishable food item
for: ST. CLOUD

Tip 7

Proudly Serving Central Florida For Over 10 Years

Handyman
Hardware and Supply
Mon-Fri, 7:30-6:00
Sat, 8:00-5:30 • Sun, 10:00-5:00

062520.HUR

407.910.4838

Avoid floodwater and mosquitoes. Follow all warnings
about water on roadways. Do not drive vehicles or heavy
equipment through water. If you have to work in or near
floodwater, wear a life jacket. If you are caught in an area
where floodwater is rising, wear a life jacket, or wear or keep
at hand some other type of flotation device.

Tip 10

Since 1990
Lic# CFC1429985

Prevent carbon monoxide poisoning. Carbon monoxide
is an odorless, colorless gas that is produced by many types
of equipment and is poisonous to breathe. Don’t use a
generator, charcoal grill, camp stove, or other gasoline- or
charcoal-burning device inside your home, basement, or
garage or near a window, door, or vent. Don’t run a car or
truck inside a garage attached to your house, even if you
leave the door open. Don’t heat your house with a gas oven.
If your carbon monoxide detector sounds, leave your home
immediately and call 911. Seek prompt medical attention
if you suspect carbon monoxide poisoning and are feeling
dizzy, light-headed, or nauseated.

